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DATRIUM ANNOUNCES SPLIT PROVISIONING FOR  
SIMPLE PRIVATE CLOUD CONSOLIDATION AT RACKSCALE 

Industry’s First Fully Independent Scaling of Capacity and IO Processing in a Server-Powered 
Converged System, Scaling to 1.7 Petabytes Capacity and 200 Gigabytes per Second Bandwidth  

 

SUNNYVALE, Calif. – Aug. 15, 2017 – Datrium, the leading provider of Open Converged 
Infrastructure for private clouds, today announced Datrium DVX 3.0 with Split Provisioning, a 
fundamentally new and different method of scaling converged infrastructure for private clouds.  
DVX with Split Provisioning is the industry’s first server-powered converged infrastructure system 
to fully separate scaling of host storage speed and persistent capacity to simply and incrementally 
match resources to evolving tenant requirements. The new software provides scaling from 1-128 
Compute Nodes, or up to 200 gigabytes per second (GB/s) IO bandwidth, and from 1-10 Data 
Nodes, or up to 1.7 petabytes (PB) of capacity, in a single composable pool. Datrium will 
demonstrate its DVX platform with Split Provisioning at the VMworld conference in Las Vegas, 
Aug. 27-31, Booth #618. 
 
Unlike Open Converged Infrastructure, Hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) approaches 
maintain persistent data on every server and are limited to 2 or 3 simultaneous server failures 
before users experience a data outage. As a result, HCI users tend toward smaller clusters, across 
which servers and workloads should be homogeneous. According to Gartner, “in today's world, 
most hyperconverged deployments are in the range of 8 to 16 nodes.” 1, so Rackscale 
deployments need multiple clusters, each of which needs configuration and administration.  
Gartner has concluded that “…many mainstream enterprise IT directors do not yet trust SDS in 
HCIS solutions to deliver multi-petabyte capacity at scale for Tier 1 mixed workloads that require 
low latency.”2. 
 
10X Greater Consolidation 
With Split Provisioning, Datrium DVX scales compute with both primary and secondary storage 
resources in a radically new way. Compute Nodes run all workloads in local commodity flash for 
high performance and low latency. Each Compute Node writes persistent data to network-
attached, capacity-optimized Data Nodes, which are similar to purpose-built backup appliances 
optimized for cost efficiency and sequential IO. Because Compute Nodes are stateless, any 
number of them can go down for service without affecting data availability.  
 
Until now, Datrium DVX supported a single Data Node.  With DVX 3.0 and Split Provisioning, a 
single Datrium DVX can pool multiple Data Nodes, each of which adds capacity and write 
bandwidth. While the minimum DVX configuration is one compute node and one data node, Split 
Provisioning allows scalability up to 128 compute nodes and 10 data nodes in a single system.  
Adding a Data Node to a pool is a one-command operation, after which the system automatically 
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and non-disruptively rebalances capacity. System-wide performance and capacity increases up 
to: 
 

• 200 GB/s read bandwidth and 18 million input/output operations per second3 (IOPS), an 
order of magnitude higher than market-leading all flash arrays4, ideal for read intensive 
applications like Microsoft SQL Server or virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) boot storms; 

• 8 GB/s write throughput, ideal for write-intensive applications such as ingest operations 
for big data analytics or data warehousing;  

• 1.7 PB of effective capacity.  
 
“At Parametric, we provide engineered portfolio solutions to institutional investors and private 
clients built on quantitative, rules-based analysis. Our largest private cloud environment has 
grown 200-300 percent over the last year, and have received requests for 80 to 100 terabytes for 
a single project,” said Ben Garforth, Parametric Portfolio Systems Engineering Manager. “With 
Datrium and Split Provisioning, I can now handle our massive data growth cost effectively and 
non-disruptively within a single resource pool. And better still, I don’t need to manage a thing—
I check in on the Datrium solution once a month and that’s about it.” 
 
“Datrium’s premise has always been that their “open convergence” method delivers better 
overall scalability, along with independent scalability of performance and capacity, compared to 
hyperconverged architectures – in essence, private clouds with virtually limitless performance 
and scale with the ease of public clouds” said Arun Taneja, Founder and Consulting Analyst of 
Taneja Group. “Split Provisioning delivers further proof point for their claim. With the pace of 
innovation coming from Datrium, I can’t wait to see what comes next.” 
 
Converging Compute with Primary and Secondary Storage 
Datrium DVX converges compute with both primary and secondary storage, and Split 
Provisioning takes this to an entirely new scale. Compute Nodes write data to low cost, disk-
based Data Nodes with always-on global deduplication, inline compression, erasure coding and 
Blanket Encryption. Data Cloud, Datrium’s built-in cloud data management software, can now 
manage up to 1.2 million snapshots per DVX, replicable to other DVX’s or to Amazon Web 
Services.  
 
For additional data protection, DVX 3.0 now offers application-consistent snapshots for Microsoft 
Windows-based applications such as MS SQL Server. Datrium Volume Shadow Service Provider 
leverages instantaneous and scalable DVX Snapshots, eliminating VM stuns and related sluggish 
application performance for large data sets. 
 
“As specialty appliances decline, the future of private clouds will look like DVX,” said Brian Biles, 
Datrium CEO and Co-founder. “Split Provisioning enables an order of magnitude more application 
bandwidth than most all-flash arrays, much simpler rackscale consolidation than HCI, and better 
secondary storage than either.  This is tomorrow calling.” 
 
 



 

[SPEC SHEET] Datrium DVX Specification Sheet 
[DATA SHEET] Datrium DVX Data Sheet 
[WHITEPAPER] Split Provisioning Technical Whitepaper 
[BLOG] And The Third Shoe Drops 
 
Pricing and Availability 
Split Provisioning software is available immediately with Datrium DVX Software 3.0 at US list 
pricing of $12,000 per Compute Node. 
 
1Gartner: Key Differences Between Nutanix, VxRail and SimpliVity HCIS Appliances | 26 April 2017 
2Gartner: Beware the 'Myth-Conceptions' Surrounding Hyperconverged Integrated Systems | 18 February 2016 
refreshed 02 June 2017 
3Performance based on Datrium Lab Testing. Bandwidth measured with 64K IO size 100% Read. IOPS measured with 
4K IO size, 100% Read | July 2017 
4From XtremIO specifications sheet 
 
Industry Recognition 
Gartner, Cool Vendors in Storage Technologies, 2016, April 2016 - A Cool Vendor 
 
Gartner Disclaimer 
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not 
advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner 
research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed 
as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, 
including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
 
About Datrium 
Datrium is the leader in Open Converged Infrastructure for private clouds. Datrium converges 
storage and compute across primary application and data management workloads—modeled on 
public cloud IaaS versus traditional converged infrastructure or hyper-convergence—for vastly 
simpler performance, predictability and protection. The company is led by the founders and early 
top architects of Data Domain and VMware. For more information, visit www.datrium.com and 
follow @datrium on Twitter.  
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